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Benefits of Armament Technology Versus Humic Acid

Foliar-Pak Armament, our leading soil carbon technology, has revolutionized nutrient delivery to turfgrass plants for years. While it has been co...

read more
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The 17 Essential Nutrients For Turf Growth

You know how chemicals interact with your turfgrass, but understanding the nutrients behind turfgrass growth and health is important, too. There ...
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Foundation Forty and Recovery

Foundation Forty can be used at higher rates, specifically for recovery. The normal rates of Foundation Forty we recommend in a program are half ...

read more
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Lessen Concert Damage on Your Sports Turf

Concerts are fun events for people but not so much for your sports field turf. The traffic and flooring put down over your turf at concerts can c...

read more
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Quick Color Response with Foliar-Pak Amperage and Magnesium

When you need a rapid color response, reach for Foliar-Pak Amperage. Amperage contains Foliar-Pak’s AminoPrecise technology, a load of mola...

read more
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Does Water Volume Matter When Using Foliar-Pak Products?

Water volume always matters. The greater the water volume you use, the more even application you’re going to get with liquid products and t...

read more
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Foundation Forty and Carbohydrate Reserves

The ideal nitrogen source would release the exact amount of nitrogen the plant requires precisely when needed. But a product like that does not c...

read more
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Turf Health and Vibrant Color with Microsync and Armament Concentrate

Often during cold, cloudy, rainy weather, it’s challenging to maintain turf health and, particularly, vibrant color. We can help overcome t...

read more
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Understanding Amino Acids: Stress Reduction

Previously, we discussed what amino acids are and what they do within plants. We debunked the idea that you should apply more amino acids to achi...

read more
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Foliar FAQ

What do you know about the nutrients in your spray tank? Is your liquid fertilizer made at the same facility as other chemicals? Do you know how ...

read more
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Why the Foliar-Pak Chelation Process is Better

When chelating a mineral, the goal is to maximize the stability of the metal in the fertilizer solution and the spray tank while also maximizing ...

read more
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Understanding Amino Acids: What They Do

Previously, we explored abiotic stress to understand the importance of amino acids in golf course programs. This article will explain what amino ...

read more
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Understanding Amino Acids: Abiotic Stress

To understand the place of amino acids in golf course programs, we must first understand the threat of abiotic stress to turfgrass. Amino acids h...

read more
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A Lawn Care Fertility Program That Won’t Break the Bank

Does your lawn care company need a simple program that offers a lot without busting your bank account? The Foliar-Pak Custom Lawn Program is it. ...

read more
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Opting Only For Traditional Tests Can Hurt You Later

A complete test for your turfgrass soils includes two tests, the exchangeable nutrient test and the paste extract test (soluble salts). Only opti...

read more
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Advanced Turf Solutions and Foliar-Pak Will Exhibit Together at Equip Exposition

Louisville, KY—Advanced Turf Solutions will exhibit with Foliar-Pak at the inaugural Equip Exposition this week. Foliar-Pak is a national nutri...

read more
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All About Grow-In

Grow-In is a versatile product used in all three factions of the green industry, lawn and landscape, sports turf, and golf. The three primary use...

read more
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A Cultural Tool to Combat Patch Diseases

Patch Amino 5 provides a cultural tool to combat summer patch and take-all patch on cool-season golf courses. We specifically designed it for put...

read more
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Foundation Forty: How to Beat the Big Turf Catch-22

During my travels as a Foliar-Pak representative over the last 13 years, many conversations, especially lately, gravitated toward limiting top gr...

read more
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Achieve Incredible Results on Trees and Ornamentals with Grow-In

Foliar-Pak Grow-In is our swiss army knife. Initially, Grow-In was developed to offer customers a complete turfgrass establishment program with t...

read more
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Grow-In for Traffic Recovery in Isolated Areas

In addition to golf cart and foot traffic, maintenance practices contribute to traffic stress on a golf course. Mowing, rolling, verticutting, to...

read more
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CSi L as a Physiological Tool

Many folks apply CSi L a couple of days before topdressing to make the turf stand more upright so that, as the sand is applied, it falls deeper i...

read more
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What Makes CSi L Successful?

Silicon products have been out in the market for years; however, some have had more success than others. CSi L, as a top-rated product for us, is...

read more
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How Foliar-Pak Pond Additive Creates a Clear Pond

How does Foliar-Pak Pond Additive produce clear ponds? By helping diatoms reproduce. Diatoms are clear microalgae that produce oxygen—meaning t...

read more
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Balanced and Complete Fertility: How Important Is It?

How vital is balanced and complete fertility when it comes to turfgrass plants? There’s nothing more important. Balanced fertility is how w...

read more
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Armament: Designed to Increase Nutrient Uptake

  Foliar-Pak Armament is our leading soil carbon technology. The soil-based amino acid polymer was explicitly designed to increase the amoun...

read more
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The Effectiveness of Armament Technology in Compromised Soils (Lawn Care)

As you already probably know, it isn’t easy to provide a complete balance of nutrients to plants in a lawn care setting. Treating many lawn...

read more
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Where You Can Find Us in 2022

Do you have questions and want to speak with us in person? You can find us at the events below: January 17 – 20, 2022 STMA Conference & Exh...

read more
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Winter Prep for Warm-Season Lawns

Warm-season lawns have special nutritional needs during winter. Low daylight length, low sunlight intensity, and slower top growth during the win...

read more
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Winter Prep for Warm-Season Turf

Warm-season turf grass has special nutritional needs during winter. Low daylight length, low sunlight intensity, slower top growth, and higher tr...

read more
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